tion. Being asked the cause of such resolution he refused to explain, but referred to one of the Tutors, who he said would be able to explain it. Conversation was afterwards held with the Tutor by the president, and then again with said Anthony upon the subject. This young man showing much irritation on account of what he deemed an insult on the part of the Tutor, he was advised to go to said Tutor, who would probably satisfy him that no insult had been intended, or ought to have been understood.

It appeared the next day that the young man was abroad among the students stating everywhere, that the president had said to him, that he deserved to be insulted, that polite treatment was not to be expected by the students from the Faculty, and that the students were too scrupulous in expecting preference from the members of the Faculty. These observations the president efforts were to have been made by him, either in words or in fact. Upon hearing of these representations the president made special enquiry the next day, and found that the young man had been actually employed in attempting to impress these opinions upon the students, and to agitate them with violent dissensions.

In conversation with said Anthony, it was mentioned to him by the president, that he was under a misapprehension, in regard to what had